Our Best Looks For
Tradeshows

WILCOX SHORT SLEEVE POLO
125

358

CONCORD SHORT SLEEVE POLO

W TM96309
431

575

M TM16611

995

384

470

HUNTINGTON

W TM96611
684

M TM17601

988

438

The Wilcox features eye-catching asymmetrical details
that naturally draw attention to your logo. Made with
moisture wicking and breathable polyester, its snag
resistant, offers UV protection and has a tagless heat
transfer label.

The versatile Concord is a cotton-poly blend thats
compatible with our unique inFusion branding. Along
with UV protection, its both moisture wicking and snag
resistant. The Concord has a dropped back hem, hanger
loop inside the neck and tagless heat-transfer label. The
womens style features a mandarin collar and split front
placket.

As Low As: $26.42[c]

As Low As: $33.17[c]

CALTECH KNIT QUARTER ZIP
M TM17807
369

431

W TM97807
575

945

995

The Caltech long-sleeve top has a quarter zip with
contrast teeth allowing you to adjust your body
temperature. The interior zipper flap protects you from
the chill of the zipper against your skin.

As Low As: $49.08[c]

935

THREE QUARTER SLEEVE

W TM97601
991

With its distinctive micro-dot pattern, the Huntington
can be dressed up or worn as in as a relaxed look that
sets it apart from traditional business attire. While the
mens style has a hidden button-down collar, the womens
has a mandarin collar with three-quarter length sleeves.
Both are 100% cotton, wrinkle-resistant and designed for
wash-and-wear convenience. An urban professional look,
but branded apparel youll love to wear.

As Low As: $46.50[c]

LANGLEY KNIT JACKET
M TM18123
369

431

W TM98123
927

983

It just might be the perfect choice for those early spring
days when the weather might not warm up. The Langley
Knit Jacket is constructed of 100% Polyester heather
textured knit with a 94% Polyester, 6% Spandex interlock
knit with brushed back. Features include an exposed #5
contrast reverse coil zipper, interior zipper flap,
contoured cuffs and so much more. Available in four
classic colour combinations to create that ideal
understated brand expression.

As Low As: $59.83[c]

Decorated pricing shown. Price includes first-location run charges. Minimum order for decoration.
See our entire collection at www.pcna.com/trimark
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M TM16309

